150	EXAMINATIONS IN ENGLISH
7.	Asking for an illustration of a principle or process
described,* e.g.—
' In order to find out which questions were mostr
which least, difficult, at first the same mark was given to-
each. Then the marks obtained for each answer by all
the candidates who took the corresponding question were
added and the sum divided by the number of candidates
who took it. By comparing the averages thus obtained
for each question we could arrange the questions in
order of actual difficulty/
Read the passage carefully, and write another
passage showing by an imaginary example that you
understand it fully.
8.	Converting less simple into simpler language, e.g.—
Rewrite as if you were explaining to your young
brother in the simplest English the exact meaning of the
following :—
4 The resources of the British Empire were placed
at the disposal of Great Britain's allies. When the
Allies had obtained what they required for the preserva-
tion of their populations, the surplus was offered for sale
to the neutral countries/
(N.B.—Words new to the younger brother are re-
sources, allies, at the disposal of, surplus, and neutral.)
9.	Questions to test ability to write English, e.g.,
short passages  for   translation  into   English  from   a
vernacular.
(This tests the candidate's working vocabulary. The
passages should vary in vocabulary and degree of
difficulty.)
10.	Exercises in expansion of a theme or situation,
e.g.—
(a) You receive the following telegram :—
c Come at once. Father suddenly ill. Letter
follows/ Write that letter. (Not more than
100 words.)
(&) Scene. A village shop. A zamindar showing
the shopman a hurricane lantern with its glass broken.
He is clearly angry. Invent a conversation between them
explaining the situation. (Not more than 100 words.)
'(c) A neighbour's son is caught by you stealing,
your lemons. Record the action you take.

